
Fact Check File
Because facts Matter

"Speaking out against the servile state" 
makes a number of assertions. This  
infographic cites the evidence for the 
assertions made so you can be sure that it 
is founded on historical evidence.

"at the forefront of the fight against
tuberculosis"

Dr Sutherland's activities included: acting as
Medical Officer of the St Marylebone Dispensary

for the Prevention of Consumption. He
established an "Open Air School" in a bandstand

in Regent's Park. He produced Britain's first
cinema public health film ("The Story Of John

M'Neil") and he edited and contributed to a book
on T.B. by world experts. 

The sources of information include:
Halliday Sutherland Obituary in British Medical

Journal. 1960 Apr 30; 1(5182): 1368–1369.
British Film Institute Collections
(http://www.bfi.org.uk/films-tv-

people/4ce2b9f3506d5)
"The Times" 18th May 1937 contained an article

on the acquisition of the film by the B.F.I.
The book was"The Control and Eradication of

Tuberculosis" H. Sutherland, Ed. William Green &
Sons, Edinburgh and London, 1911.

"Killed and disabled 220,000" 
The statistics for the death toll from tuberculosis 
are given on page 6 of "The Control and 
Eradication of Tuberculosis" H. Sutherland, Ed. 
William Green & Sons, Edinburgh and London, 
1911, and in "Consumption: Its Cause and Cure" 
Red Triangle Press 1917. 

"scientists thought the disease or a 
susceptibility to it, was caused by  heredity..." 
Professor Karl Pearson On April 28, 1910 Pearson 
gave the Presidential Address at the Annual 
General Meeting of the Social and Political 
Education League. His topic was " Nature and 
Nurture: The Problem of the Future". In it he said 
that: "the influence of environment is not one- 
fifth of heredity, and quite possibly not one- 
tenth of it." 

"doctors...thought the disease or a susceptibility 
to it, was caused by  heredity..." 
Dr John  Haycraft "Darwinism and Race Progress" 
(Swan Sonnenschein & Co. New York 1895) page 55. 
"It is a hard saying, but none the less a true one 
that the bacillus tuberculosus is a friend of the 
race, for it attacks no healthy man or woman 
but only the feeble" 
Sir James Barr's President's Address at the 80th 
Annual Meeting of the British Medical 
Association is shown in the British Medical 
Journal. 1912 Jul 27; 2(2691): 157–163. 

"In 1911 Sutherland formed the view the TB was
infective..."

See Sutherland's report as Medical Officer in The
first annual report of the St Marylebone

Dispensary for the Prevention of Consumption
31st December 1911, pages 57-8

"His views, published in the British Medical
Journal..."

See Sutherland's article "The Soil and the Seed in
Tuberculosis" British Medical Journal. 1912 Nov

23; 2(2708): 1434–1437
.

"There are some self-styled eugenists..."
These words were from Sutherland's speech to the

National COuncil of the Y.M.C.A. on September
4th, 1917. "COnsumption: Its Cause and Cure" Red

Triangle Press 1917 page 9.
"But why should you set out to prevent this infection and to cure the disease? There are some self-styled eugenists—

whom you, Sir, have castigated from your pulpit as race breeders with the souls of cattle-breeders—who declaim that
the prevention of disease is not in itself a good thing. They say the efficiency of the State is based upon what they call

‘the survival of the fittest.’ This war has smashed their rhetorical phrase.  Who talks now about survival of the
fittest, or thinks himself fit because he survives?  I don’t know what they mean. I do know that in preventing disease
you are not preserving the weak, but conserving the strong. And I do know that those evil conditions which will kill

a weakly child within a few months of birth, and slay another when he reaches the teens, will destroy yet another
when he comes to adult life."

"...restriction in the marriage of undesirables" 
Sir James Barr's speech "The Future of the Medical 
Profession" is recorded in the British Medical 
Journal. 1918 Sep 21; 2(3012): 318–321. "the 
physically and mentally 
fit are carrying on the war, while the derelicts 
are carrying on the race. The lowest fourtlh of the 
population are 
prodLucing more than half of the next 
generation..." hallidaysutherland.com
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"...opened the first birth control clinic..."
See: "Passionate Crusader" by Ruth Hall. Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich New York and London 1977 (page
188). 

"Marie Stopes and the Sexual Revolution" by June
Rose. Faber and Faber London and Boston 1993

(page 144 of the paperback edition). 

hallidaysutherland.com

"...established the Society..."
See: "Passionate Crusader" by Ruth Hall. Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich New York and London 1977 (page
199). 

"Marie Stopes and the Sexual Revolution" by June
Rose. Faber and Faber London and Boston 1993

(page 153 of the paperback edition). 

"...reduction of the birth rate at the wrong..." 
See: "The Trial of Marie Stopes" Edited, and with 
an introduction by, Muriel Box (Femina Books 
1967). On page 55 Stopes was asked by her barrister, 
Mr Patrick Hastings, K.C. about her work: 
Hastings: "Is the reduction of the birth rate any 
part at all of your campaign?" 
Stopes: "Not a reduction of the total birth rate, 
but a reduction of the birth rate at the wrong 
part and increase of the birth rate at the right 
end of the social scale."
...and later... 
Hastings: "Would you, in your own words, 
describe to us in a few short sentences what are 
the objects and purposes of your Society." 
Stopes: "The object of the Society is, if possible, to 
counteract the steady evil which has been 
growing for a good many years of the reduction
of the birth rate just on the part of the thrifty, 
wise, well-contented, and the generally sound 
members of our community, and the reckless 
breeding from the C.3 end, and the semi- 
feebleminded, the careless, who are 
proportionately increasing in our community 
because of the slowing of the birth rate at the 
other end of the social scale. Statistics show that 
every year the birth rate from the worst end of our 
community is increasing in proportion to the 
birth rate at the better end, and it was in order 
to try to right that grave social danger that I 
embarked upon this work." 
Note that when Stopes give these answers, she was 
under oath in the High Court. 
  

"...lobbied MPs and the Prime Minister..."
See: "Passionate Crusader" by Ruth Hall. Harcourt

Brace Jovanovich New York and London 1977
(pages 169 and 206). 

"Marie Stopes and the Sexual Revolution" by June
Rose. Faber and Faber London and Boston 1993

(page 138 and pages 160-161 of the paperback
edition). 

"...compulsory sterilization of people..."
See: Chapter 20 “Radiant Motherhood: A Book for

Those Who are Creating the Future.” (1920) By
Marie Carmichael Stopes. G.P. Putnam’s Sons Ltd,

London.
Stopes was also on record advocating the

compulsory sterilisation while taking part in
the National Birth Rate Commission. 

"...if children are to be denied..."
See "Birth Control" by Dr. Halliday Sutherland.

(1922) Harding & More Ltd, London. Pages 102-3.

"...you and your husband have inaugurated..."
See "Queen's Hall Meeting on Constructive Birth

Control: Speeches and Impressions" G.P. Putnam’s
Sons Ltd, London. 2nd edition, April 1923. Page 8.

Barr signed off the letter: "with best wishes for
the success of your movement".

.

"...Sutherland faced financial ruin..." 
See "A Time to Keep" by Halliday Sutherland. Geoffrey Bles. 

1934.. 

"...Stopes sued him for libel..." 
See: "The Trial of Marie Stopes" Edited, and with 
an introduction by, Muriel Box (Femina Books 

1967). The book is misleadingly given that (1) it 
was a civil trial and (2) it was Stopes who sued 

Sutherland (i.e. She was the Plaintiff and he was 
the Defendant.  . 

"...won the case in 1924..." 
See: "The Trial of Marie Stopes" Edited, and with an 

introduction by, Muriel Box (Femina Books 1967). 


